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Five area gas retailers were
among Marathon stations in 48
counties in Kentucky and Indiana
that received gasoline containing
too much ethanol.

The mixture is something that

shouldn’t be used in small engines
such as chain saws, leaf blowers,
generators, lawn mowers, snow
blowers, motorcycles, boats and
ATVs, among others.

Marathon spokesman Robert
Callmus said the high-ethanol fuel
should pose no problems for most
automobiles. But for the small

engines, it could be another issue.
The high-ethanol content could

cause small engines to run hotter
and faster and could cause poten-
tial clutch failure, Callmus said.

The high-ethanol product was
sold March 3-12 and was obtained
at a Louisville distribution termi-
nal.

“We had a mechanical failure at
the terminal leading to the prob-

lem,” Callmus said. “Once we
identified the situation, we noti-
fied the locations. We have either
pumped out numerous locations
or we have mixed in other gas to
bring the percentage of ethanol to
the right level in the tanks.”

Callmus said he isn’t aware of
any complaints of engine prob-
lems.

“We are still investigating and

when customers call, we talk to
them about how to get their fuel
drained or in some instances
where to drop it off,” he said.

Two Smiths Grove stations and
three in Glasgow are among those
that have received the high-
ethanol gas.

“We do have one individual
who bought fuel (for a lawn
mower) during that time frame,

but I haven’t seen him to let him
know about it,” said Chrystal
Dodson, manager of Marathon in
Smiths Grove.

Dodson said most of the gaso-
line sold at her station is for auto-
mobile use.

“But we do sell some for other
engines,” she said.
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Gasoline blend could hurt engines
High-octane mixture sold at 5 area stations
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The Medical Center paramedics Ann Langman (from left) and Jon Henbest, along with Richardsville volunteer firefighter and paramedic Brian Keeling, tend Monday to
Lindel Oneal. Police say Oneal was involved in a domestic dispute, allegedly set fire to a trailer and slit his throat at 3545 Penns Chapel Road. Oneal was flown to Van-
derbilt University Medical Center in Nashville.

LINDEL ONEAL
Taken to Vanderbilt

The risk of homicide and/or suicide increases
when an abuser feels like he is losing control.

Lee Alcott
Barren River Area Safe Space executive director,

speaking about domestic violence cases

Blaze guts Warren mobile home; relative escapes

entucky State Police had a brief encounter with Lindel Oneal on
Monday afternoon, just before he slit his own throat in front of a
state trooper who was answering a domestic violence call at

Oneal’s Penns Chapel Road mobile home.
•••

The single-wide mobile home on a wooded lot at 3545 Penns Chapel Road was on fire
behind Oneal, and the fire gutted the home. The call came into dispatch at 2:22 p.m. By 3
p.m., the only portion of the white trailer with red shutters that was left was the exterior
metal shell.

“When troopers got here, the trailer was fully engulfed,” said KSP Post 3 spokesman
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Smiths Grove volunteer firefighter Jason Smith (top), Richardsville Volunteer Fire
Department Capt. Kenneth Blair (bottom left) and Richardsville volunteer firefighter

Brian Lee put out hot spots at a trailer fire Monday.

See ONEAL’S, 6A

‘Freaky’
weather
trend to
continue
Temps unseasonably high
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On Monday – the last day of
winter – Bowling Green residents
were sporting tank tops, turning
up their air conditioners and tak-
ing trips to lakes and rivers.

Temperatures are unseasonably
high for March, and experts pre-
dict that trend will continue over
the next few weeks. Meanwhile,
residents are preparing for warm
weather to stay. 

“It’s definitely abnormal, but
it’s not unheard of,” said Ron
Steve, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in
Louisville. “It looks like we’re
going to be quite unseasonably
warm for at least another week.” 

Temperatures are expected to
reach 88 degrees today, and they
hit 83 Monday.

Meth bill
advances
to House
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Panel OKs amended plan
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A bill that would place restric-
tions on buying pseudoephedrine
in an effort to curb methampheta-
mine production passed the Ken-
tucky House Judiciary Committee
on Monday evening and now
moves to the full House for con-
sideration.

After withdrawing a bill last
month that would have required a
prescription for pseudoephedrine,
Senate Majority Leader Robert
Stivers, a Republican, introduced
Senate Bill 3 this month, which
would limit a purchaser to 3.6
grams of the cold medicine per
month, up to a yearly cap of 15
grams.

See LOBBYISTS, 6A


